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Abstract
As the consciousness of global warming and a worldwide temperature alteration and its
adverse impacts as caused by human activities increases on the planet,the sustainable power
source is quickly gaining popularity as a method for energy. The sun is the essential
wellspring of the sustainable power source with the exception of geothermal energy.Solar
energy usage is anyway limited because of the intermittency of the resource. Solar thermal
power plants utilize sun radiation as the heat source to produce steam to drive turbines and
produce power. Solar Thermal Energy, unlike other solar energy change technologies, offers
potential forstorage of excess energy, for later use. This is a sure method for expanding
operation hours and thus able to produce power.
Concentrated solar energy is an important alternative resource of fossil fuels for providing
clean and renewable electricity in the present and future [1].concentrated solar power utilizes
the heat ofthe sun that is an unrestricted energy source that reduces the greenhouse gas
emissions in approximately 1 kg for each kW of power produced.
Keywords: Solar thermal systems, Solar energy, Sun-basedboard, Thermal storage,
Solarradiation, Axis tracking.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Inappropriate utilization of petroleum products has led to an imbalance in the environment.
One can't deny that the exploitation of petroleum derivatives has brought about a superior
future for humanity, if fossil fuels continue to be used in such large quantities, they will
adversely affect the environment and increase carbon emissions, which increase global
warming.
wherefore, new ways to produce clean energy without carbon emissions have to be found to
preserve the environment. Solar technology occupies a notable part in the evolution of power
generation, considering that the sun is an abundant source of renewable energy in the
world[2]. Receiving sun rays is about 1300 watts of power per hour per meter on earth every
day[3]. This usable solar energy can be harvested by using solar panels everywhere around
the globe
II. SOLAR THERMAL APPLİCATİONS
There are many solar thermal applications, in this paper.We will discuss some of them:
1- Solar water heating
The demand for solar water heating systems has increased significantly throughout the world
considering that solar energy is a renewable source able to decrease the reliance on scarce
resources. solar water heating systems are the most well-known type of solar thermal energy
right now utilized in the UK. See Figure 1a. solar water heating systems can be effectively
introduced and are notwithstanding the flow of home solar water heating systems. It can give
the greater part of the family's needs in hot water throughout the year.Solar water heaters are
systems that catch Solarthermal energy to warm water [4]. The utilization of solar water
heaters replaces the utilization of fossilfuels, natural gas, and solar energy[5]. Solar water
heaters are described by their high proficiency since gatherers can absorb about 60% of Solar
thermal energy [6],as shown in Figure 1b.

Figure 1a: Solar water heating design
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The upheld system for boiling water generation is an open system without heat recuperation
since cleaning water is normally tainted and chilled off by the cleaning procedure. Coldwater
(e.g., 15°C) is warmed up to 60°C. In plants with stochastic cleaning water request and
exceptionally high flow rates, the reinforcement heating system is equipped with boiling
water stockpiling that is heated by a boiler
With the installation appeared in Figure1a, the solar thermal system can be incorporated
effectively by means of an extra heat exchanger.

Figure 1b: Solar water heating design

2- Photovoltaic Cells
Photovoltaic cells utilize a semiconducting material that, when struck by sunlight, creates a
small current because of the photovoltaic impact. Unlike some power plants that require
steam, solarpower-based power utilizing photovoltaic cells is made directly by changing
energy from the Sun into power. Most by far of photovoltaic cells are made out of silicon
semiconductors and interface with photons so as to create an electric current.[7] as shown in
Figure 2. Photovoltaic cells or PV cells can be made in many different ways and from a wide
range of materials. Regardless of this difference, they all play out a similar undertaking of
gathering solar energy and changing over it to helpful power. The most widely recognized
material for sun-based board development is silicon which has semiconducting properties.[8].
Several of these sun-powered cells are required to build a sun-powered board and numerous
boards make up a photovoltaic cluster.There are three sorts of PV cell technologies that rule
the world market: monocrystalline silicon, polycrystalline silicon, and thin film. Higher
proficiency PV advances, including gallium arsenide and multi-junction cells, are less
common because of their significant expense.However,they are perfect for use in
concentrated photovoltaic frameworks and space applications.[9].There is additionally a
combination of developing PV cell innovations that incorporate Perovskite cells, organic
solar cells, dye-sensitized solar cells, and quantum dots.
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Figure 2: Photovoltaic Cells design
These cells can be put in a sun-powered board and arranged to confront the Sun. For private
use, boards can be put on the rooftop to produce power for the home. For utility-scale
electricity generation on solar farms, huge quantities of these boards are orchestrated in an
array,as shown in Figure 3,to gather critical amounts of power.

Figure 3: Photovoltaic Cells array
3- Parabolic trough
Parabolic trough power plants use a curved, reflected trough which mirrors the direct solar
radiation onto a glass tube containing a liquid [10].They are also called a receiver, absorber
or collector. running the length of the trough, situated at the focal point of the reflectors, As
shown in Figure 4a. The trough is parabolic along with one pivot and straight in the
orthogonal axis. For a change of the daily position of the sun opposite to the collector, the
trough tilts east to west with the goal that the direct radiation stays concentrated on the
receiver.
A parabolic trough collector has a long parabolic formed reflector that concentrates the sun's
beams on areceiver pipe situated at the focal point of the parabola,as shown in Figure 4b.
The collector tilts with the sun to keep daylight concentrated on the receiver as the sun moves
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from east to west during the day.In view of its parabolic shape, a trough can center the
daylight from 30 times to 100 times its normal power on the receiver pipe, situated along the
central line of the trough, accomplishing working temperatures higher than 750°F.Be that as
it may, seasonal changes in the angle of daylight parallel to the trough doesn't require
alteration of the mirrors, since the light is basically focused somewhere else on the receiver.
The receiver may be enclosed in a glass vacuum chamber. The vacuum altogether diminishes
convective warmth loss.A liquid (additionally called heat move liquid) goes through the
receiver and turns out to be hot. Normal liquids are synthetic oil, molten salt and pressurized
steam. The liquid containing the heat is moved to a heat motor where about 33% of the heat
is changed over to power[11] as shown in Figure 4c.

Figure 4a:Parabolic troughdesign

Figure 4b: Parabolic troughdesign
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Figure 4c:Parabolic trough

4- Solar power tower
Solar-powered energy tower converts sunshine directly into clean electricity [12] Power
towers catch and center the sun's thermal energy with a huge number of mirrors in about a
two square mile field. A tower resides in the center. The focus concentrated daylight on a
receiver placed on top of the tower [13].Within the receiver, the concentrated sunlight heats
liquid salt to more than 1,000 °F (538 °C). The heated liquid salt at that point streams into a
thermal storage tank where it is put away, keeping up 98% thermalproficiency, then pumped
and siphoned to a steam generator. A heat transfer fluid that is heated within the receiver
works extremely well to generate steam [14]. The steam drives the turbine to produce
power,as shown in Figure 5a.This procedure, otherwise called the "Rankine cycle" is like a
standard coal-terminated power plant, with the exception of it is fueled by clean and free
solar energy. As compared to other plants it has higher solar to electric conversion efficiency
around 28 % [15]. The solar tower power plant has a tower placed at the Centre of the plant
on which the receiver is mounted [16].,as shown in Figure 5b.
There are mainly 3 types of towers used in various plants with some modifications.
1_ Truss structure type tower
2_ Steel structure type tower
3_ Concrete structure type tower

Figure 5a: Solar power tower
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Figure 5b: Solar power towerdesigns
5- Solar Parabolic Dish
CSP-Stirling is known to have the most elevated effectiveness of all solar technologies
(around 30%, contrasted with sun-powered photovoltaics' roughly 15%), and is anticipated to
have the option to create the least expensive energy among all sustainable power sources in
the high-scale generation and hot zones, semi-deserts, and so on.A dish Stirling system
utilizes an enormous, intelligent, reflective, parabolic dish (It looks like a satellite dish). It
concentrates all the daylight that strikes the dish up onto a solitary point over the dish, where
a receiver picks the heat and changes it into a helpful form,as shown in Figure 6a.Normally
the dish is combined with a Stirling motor in a Dish-Stirling System, yet in addition some of
the time a steam motor is used[17]. These make rotational dynamic energy that can be
changed over to power utilizing an electric generator [18].The parabolic dish solar
concentrator system essentially comprises of base support, concave dish frame, reflecting
sheets, conversion unit and sun-tracking system in Figure 6b.The tracking system is a
double-axis tracking system with slew drivers. The main slew driver guarantees rotation of
the concentrator around the vertical hub through all possible azimuth angles while the second
slew driver guarantees rotation of the concentrator around the even hub through all
conceivable height points.There are two systems to deal with the whole dish with the
changing over the unit. Either to find the base frame exactly at the CG point of the whole dish
so as to diminish the torque on the transmission system or set it behind the whole
dish.Deliberately, the axes are passing through the center of gravity of the dish so as to
abstain from utilizing counterweight and therefore diminishing the required driving torque.
Every one of these parts needs to work appropriately to have an efficient system.
Nonetheless, from the cost perspective, every one of these parts must havethe least cost as
could reasonably be expected. Unique consideration has been given to bring down the
expense of planning intelligent sheets just as to limit the heaviness of the dish outline.
Lowering the cost of these parts will definitely decrease the total cost of the system,as shown
in Figure 6c.
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Figure 6a: Solar Parabolic Dish Designs

Figure 6b:Solar Parabolic Dish
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Figure 6c:Solar Parabolic Dish
6- Enclosed parabolic trough
This total cost significantly incorporates daily glass-rooftop washing with streamlined watereffective off-the-rack mechanized washing frameworks,as shown in Figure 7. Lightweight
bent sun oriented reflecting mirrors are suspended from the roof of the glasshouse by wires.
A single-axis tracking system positions the mirrors to recover the optimal amount of daylight.
The mirrors concentrate the daylight and focus it on a system of stationary steel pipes, also
suspended from the glasshouse structure. Water is pumped through the pipes to produce
steam when solar radiation is applied. Protecting the mirrors from the wind allows them to
accomplish higher temperature rates and prevents dust from Effect up on the mirrors as a
result of exposure to humidity
Lightweight curved solar-reflecting mirrors are suspended inside the glasshouse structure. A
single-axis tracking system positions the mirrors to follow the sun and center its light onto a
system of stationary steel pipes, also suspended from the glasshouse structure [19]. Steam is
produced directly, utilizing oil field-quality water, as water streams from inlet throughout the
length of the pipes, without heat exchangers or intermediate working liquids.

Fig. (7) Enclosed parabolic troughDesigns
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III. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a summary of solar thermal applications and how they can be developed
and utilized in solar energy.The need to replace fossil fuels with clean energy to preserve the
environment and reduce global warming is the main aim in the near future. This will create a
dependence on solar energy because of its cleanliness and permanence.
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